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EDITORIAL
Electronic Publication and Impact Factors
J. D. Beard and T. V. Schroeder
Space in the printed edition of the European Journal of number, which is printed on the mailing label that
accompanies your copy of the journal. EJVES onlineVascular and Endovascular Surgery remains at a pre-
mium. We reject a large number of papers, and it replicates all that is published in the printed journal,
with additional (colour) figures and datasets, whereseems a shame that many of these may never see the
light of day. We can justify some of these rejections relevant. EJVES online will also have a full search
facility, as will our new, parallel online journalbecause of poor quality, but many of the papers re-
ceived possess some useful information. This appears EJVES (EISSN: 1533-3167, located at
www.harcourt-international.com/journals/ejvx).particularly true of Case Reports, which, although of
passing interest to most readers, may help others with EJVES represents a new electronic forum
publishing short reports, correspondence, book re-the management of similar patients under their care.
Our limited space also means that we cannot publish views, information on forthcoming events and other
additional material. A logo in EJVES online will linkthe full dataset for important trials, which may hamper
subsequent meta-analysis. Furthermore, publication of articles to any relevant correspondence. This new
initiative will provide a value-added service forcorrespondence in a monthly journal will always be
delayed and thus become divorced from the relevant readers and members by publishing material that
we cannot publish in the printed journal due to lackarticle. The ability to search for an article is also limited,
although the final issue of each volume contains an of space and the need to protect our impact factor. Short
reports published in will be peer-reviewed inindex by keyword and author. Electronic publication
now gives us the potential to address all of these the usual way and can be cited through digital object
identifiers (DOI), as can articles published in EJVESlimitations. Will it mean the death of the print journal?
We doubt it, as many prefer a print journal to read at online.
The impact factor of a journal is calculated by theleisure. However, they may also require access to an
electronic version for more detailed data analysis, Institute for Scientific Information, based in the U.S.A.
The impact factor for a given year equals the numberliterature reviews, etc. Therefore, electronic pub-
lication should be viewed as a complement, not a of times the articles a journal publishes during the
previous 2 years are cited during that year, dividedcompetition, to the printed journal.1 The article by
Frank Cross in a forthcoming issue will explore the by the number of articles published during those 2
years.3 For instance, EJVES published 179 articles inadditional advantages of the Internet for vascular sur-
geons.2 1997 and 210 articles in 1998. In 1999 there were 161
and 327 citations for these articles, respectively, givingFor several years we have posted tables of contents
and abstracts of articles published in the print journal an impact factor of (161+327)/(179+210)=1.25. Un-
fortunately, impact factors seem strongly biased to-on our website at www.harcourt-international.com/
journals/ejvs. However, the full text electronic version wards American journals, distorted by specialty and
vulnerable to manipulation.4 For example, specialtyof the journal has only been accessible via institutions
that subscribe to IDEAL, Harcourt’s online journal journals such as ours that publish many original papers
may have a lower impact factor than more generallibrary. From this month, EJVES online (EISSN: 1532-
2165) will become freely available to all individual review journals. Despite these deficiencies, the impact
factor may influence the decision of some authors tosubscribers via a link from our main website or at
www.idealibrary.com. You will need your subscriber submit a paper to a particular journal, even though the
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inventor of impact factors and others have cautioned useful. For those of you who prefer the printed journal,
against this.5,6 The European Journal of Vascular and if only whilst you drink your cup of tea in bed, rest
Endovascular Surgery remains the official journal of the assured that we plan to continue publication for the
European Society for Vascular Surgery. Members of forseeable future.
the Society have a responsibility to send us their best
papers. They must resist pressure to submit papers
elsewhere, because of research assessment exercises,
Referencesetc., if EJVES seems the best forum for their work.7
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